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A parametric dynamical wave prediction model has been adapted and tested against semianalytic
empiricalresultsfor steadyconditionsin a circularbasinand extensivefid measurements
of waveheight,
period, and direction. The adapted numerical model accuratelypredicts the directional spreadingof
wavesfor uniform steadywind that Donelan (1980) had predictedanalyticallyfor fetch-limitedwaves.
When the model was appliedto the central basin of Lake Erie and the resultscomparedto observations
of waveheightand period(at two pointsin the lake) and direction(at one point), resultsfor waveheight
and direction estimateswere excellentcompared to measurementsat a researchtower off the southern
shore,but computedwave heightswere lower than observedat a weather buoy in the westernpart. The
• lodel somewhatunderestimatedwave periodsat both places.Thus, with locally measuredwind data as
input, the model estimateswave height and directionwell and wave period acceptably.

1.

Thefirstconsists
of nearlycontinuous
measurements
0f wind

INTRODUCTION

Numerical wave prediction models can be categorizedaccordingto their developmentsas spectralor parametericor as
a combination of both. The spectralmodels [e.g., Pierson et
al., 1966; Barnett, 1968; Resio,1981] are basedon the concept
that the evolutionof the wave spectrumis given by an energy
transport equation. The energy is split into spectralcomponents with discretefrequenciestraveling in certain direction
bands. Source terms, consistingof energy input from the at•
mosphere,energy loss, and redistribution of energy due to
nonlinear interactions,are taken from theoretical or empirical
formulations.The parametric models [e.g., Hasselrnannet al.,
1976; Gunther et al., 1979] solve the same energy transport
equation but make assumptionsabout the spectralshape to
reducethe problem to the predictionof a few nondimensional
parameters.The drawback to this type of model is that under
rapidly changingwind conditionsthe shapeof the wave spectrum may vary significantly from the parametric representation.Guntheret al. [1981] made further developmentsto
incorporate changing wind direction. Goldin•l [1983-1 developed a systemto combinea parametrictechniquefor predicting wind waveswith a discretespectralmodel for swell.
In this paper, we present an encouragingtest of a parameteric model developedby Donelan[1977]. It differsfrom other
parametric modelsin two ways. First, the basicequation is a
local momentum balance equation rather than an energy
transport equation. Momentum input resultsfrom drag on the
waves,which dependson wave height and the differencebetween wave speed and wind speed. Second, the model has
provisionsfor a "fossil"wave field that may be left behindby
a rapidly changingwind. This secondfeature is particularly
important in the Great Lakes, where multipeaked wave spec-

speedand direction, air temperature,water temperature,and
wave height, period, and direction at a tower 6 km off the
southern shore of the lake (D. J. Schwab et al., unpublished
manuscript, 1984). The second is from a satellite-reporting
NOAA Data Buoy Center (NDBC) NOMAD buoy moored in
the western part of the central basin and includes all of the
above parameters except wave direction. The model results
agree very well with wave height and direction measurementsat
the tower. A systematic deviation of wave direction from wind

direction for certain wind directionsis apparent in both the
tower observationsand the model results. Wave period agreement at the tower is satisfactory. Wave height measurementsat
the buoy are consistently higher than the model results, although the correlation is high. Reasonsfor the discrepancyin
wave heightat the NOMAD buoy are not presentlyclear. Wave
period agreementat the buoy is again satisfactory.The conclusion is that, given accurate wind information, the model can
provide excellent forecasts of wave height and direction and
satisfactoryforecastsof wave period at any point in the Lake.
2.

THE NUMERICAL

MODEL

The Donelan 1'1977]numerical wave forecastmodel is based
on conservationof momentum applied to deep water waves.
On the assumptionof equipartition of potential and kinetic
energyin the wave field, the x and y momentum components
are
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tra are sometimes observed.

The model was tested against Lake Erie data obtained in
Septemberand October 1981. Two setsof data are available.
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where F(f, O) is the wave energy spectrumas a function of
frequencyf and direction 0 and C(f) is the phasespeed.The
rate of changeof momentumis related to input from the wind
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Using this formula and integratingthe JONSWAP formula
yields(approximately)

and divergenceof the wave momentumflux:
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If we assumethat the deep water linear theory applies,the
group velocity is one half the phasevelocity and the components of the momentum

flux tensor are

g •
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0.2= 0.30•q2(2n)•fv-4

(17)

whereIMI is themagnitude
of themomentum
vector(M,,,
Turning now to the right-hand sidesof (3) and (4), we require a formulation of the sourceof momentum to the waves.
In this paper, we usethe Donelan[1977] formulation:

(5)
- 0.028DslU- 0.83Cvl(U- 0.83Cv)
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If we further assumethat the wave energy is distributed

aboutthe meanangle0o as cos2 and thereis no energyfor
l0- 0ol > •/2,

(18)

In thisformula,Ds is theformdragcoefficient
definedhereas

Ds = [0.4/ln(50/0.)]
2 with0.in meters.
Thefactorof 0.028is
the empirical fraction of the stressthat is retained by the
waves.

As in all parametric models, several implicit assumptions
have been made to obtain the simple form of the equations
given here. So that the reader is fully aware of the assumptions
and the attendant limitations of the model, we list them here.

v(Z0)= e(f)cos(0- 0o)

1. There is equipartition of kinetic and potential wave en-

(8) ergies.
2.
3.
4.
5.

and that 0o is independentof frequency,then the momentum
fluxescan be expressedin termsof 0o and the variance:

a2 =

E(f) df

(9)

The integration of (5)-(7) yields:

T,,,,
= g -•-cos
20o+

(10)

)
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(12)

These formulas are interestingfor two reasons.First, they

are independent
of the shapeof the spectrum.Second,0.2/8is
an isotropic term. This term causesa wave pressuregradient
from areas of high wavestoward areas of low waves.To complete the formulation of the left-hand sidesof (3) and (4) re-

sional fetch is assumed.

6. JONSWAP empirical dependenceof nondimensional
peak frequencyon nondimensionalfetch is assumed.
7. The input of wind momentum to waves follows the
same law whether the waves are being driven by the wind,
preceedthe wind, or are adverseto it.
8. When the wind and wave directionsdiffer by more than
n/2, the wind starts generatinga new wave field in its direction. The old ("fossil")field propagatesindependentlyaccording to the samerules as the active field. As the wind (or waves)
changesdirection,the componentsof both fieldsare combined
or the field interchangesnamesaccordingto a set of rules that
amount to defining "fossil"as the wave momentum, generated
previously,which differs in propagation direction from that of
the wind by more than n/2.
The limitations correspondingto the above assumptionsare
as follows.
1.

quiresa relationbetweenthe variance0.2and the momentum
components. We assume that the wave spectrum obeys the
averageJONSWAP formula [Hasselmannet al., 1973]:

Waves propagateaccordingto deep water linear theory.
There is cosinesquaredspreading.
JONSWAP spectralshapeis used.
JONSWAP empirical dependenceof 0• on nondimen-

While

nonlinearities

in the wave field will

reduce

the

validity of this assumption,this will make little differenceto
the predictabilityof the model, sincethe relationshipbetween
wind momentum

E(f)=0•a2(2•)-4f
-5exp
-7(')-'
•

and retained

wave momentum

is obtained

experimentallyfrom the wind stressand the variance of surfaceelevation.The latter is linearly proportional to the poten{3.3exp
t- (s-s")2/2t•2s"21
}
(13) tial energydensityand is the basicmeasureof wave energyin
any measurementprogram. Thus the inexactnessof this assumptionwill be absorbedin the tuning of the parameter in
(18) that correspondsto the fraction of wind momentum refi = 0.09 f>fv
tained by waves.
The two parameters
arethepeakfrequency
fv andthePhil2. The assumptionof the linear deep water dispersionrelalips equilibriumrange parameter•. From the JONSWAP em- tion is subjectto two sourcesof error: (1) shallow water effects
pirical relationsrelating theseto fetch, Donelan[1977] elimi- and (2) amplitude dispersion. The former introduces some
nated fetch to obtain a relation between the two:
error near the shores,but sincethe averagedepth of Lake Erie
is 20 m and observedperiodsare generally6.5 secondsor less,
i/ U X•2/3
(15) the errors are probably less than those introduced by the
coarse spatial definition of the wind field. Amplitude disper
sion can increasephase and group speedsby as much as 10%.
whereCv = q/2r•fvandU is the 10-mwindspeed.

fl=0.07f--<fv

• =0.0097•v)

(14)
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However, such large increasesoccur only at the extremely
small nondimensionalfetchescharacteristicof laboratory experiments.Increasesof up to 3% are characteristicof young
lake waves,but until a clear relationshipbetweenwave age
and mean amplitude dispersion has been obtained experimentally,there seemslittle point in attemptinga correctionof
this size.

3. The directionalspreadingof wind wavesis a subjectof

currentcontroversy.
While it is now clearthat a cos2 distribution is too wide, there is some disagreementabout a more
appropriateform or evenwhetherpitch-roll buoysare capable
of sufficient

directional

resolution

to

establish

the

I

correct

I

o

form. In the interestof simplicityof exposition,we have used

I

i

I

I

5o

I

I

lOO

Fetch (km)

the traditional cos2 distribution until the matter is more clear-

ly resolved.
Fig. 2. Characteristicwave height along the diameter of a circular
4. The JONSWAP spectral shape was used since it was basinalignedwith a steady10 m s- • wind. The solid curveis the
derived from fetch-limited data, which are characteristic of the
result from the numerical model, the dashed curve representsthe
Great Lakes. However, as the waves approach full devel- empiricalformula for waveheight(equation(19)).
opment, the peak enhancement of the spectrum should
becomelesspronounceduntil, at full development,the spectrum should be in agreement with the well-established nondimensional
fetchincludes
laboratory
datain whichthe

Pierson-Moskowitz[Piersonand Moskowitz,1964] spectrum.
The JONSWAP spectrum,with its constant peak enhancement, doesnot have this property.One effectof this would be
that the periodof wavesapproachingfull developmentwill be
underestimated
sincethe enhancedpeak allowsthe computed
energyto be sufficientlylargealthoughthe periodis too small.
5. The equilibrium range parameter • in the JONSWAP
spectrumwasestimatedby fitting the rear faceof the spectrum
to a frequencypower law with exponent-5. It now appears
that an exponentof -4 or even a variable may be more
appropriate[see,for example,Kitaigorodskii,1983;Liu, 1983].
Clearly, a new equilibriumrange parameteris neededand its
dependenceon nondimensionalfetch recomputedfrom the
originalspectra.Suchan enterpriseis beyondthe scopeof this
paper, but it seemslikely that sucha fundamentalredefinition
of the spectralform will affectthe predictabilityof the model.
6. Phillips [1977] has pointed out that the JONSWAP
empiricaldependenceof nondimensionalpeak frequencyon

"balanceof dynamicalprocesses
appearsto be rather different
from thosein the field." He arguesthat only field data should
be usedin establishingan empiricalrelation of this sort.While
we agree,we usedthe original JONSWAP relationsas a consistentset, leaving aside the testing of model sensitivityto
choiceof empiricalfunctionsuntil we have acquireda more
comprehensivewind data set.
7. Miles' [1957, 1959, 1967] theory of wave amplification
by wind is commonlyinvoked to provide the form of wind
input to the waves. The amplitude is increasedseveralfold
from that given by Miles' theory to tune the modelsto the

data. Of course,accordingto this theorythereis no coupling
with the waves if the waves either outrun

the wind or run.

adverse to it, a result at variance with common observation

and occasionalmeasurements[see, for example,Stewart and
Teague, 1980]. Clearly, there is a need for careful observation
and controlled experimentationto sort out this important
aspectof wave prediction.In the meantime,we have taken the
view that wave-inducedpressurefluctuationsin the air are
largely due to form drag, and the vectorialexpression(18)
applieswhateverthe anglebetweenwind and waves.Support
for this approachcomesfrom the laboratory experimentsof
Bannerand Melville [1976] and others.
8. The separation of the wave fields into "active" and
"fossil"is an attempt to deal with the handlingof swellin a
purelyparametricmodel.A more realisticapproachis to usea
hybrid model in whichthe discreteswellcomponentsare allowed to propagateindependently.In the Great Lakes,where
swellis transitoryand is relativelyunimportantenergetically,
the enormousincreasein computingtime demandedby a

•{i oo•
45

Fig. 1. Wave height and directionfrom numericalmodel (solid
arrowheads)and empiricalformulas(openarrowheads).
Wind speed
is 10 m/s, diameter of the basin is 100 km, and duration is 24 hours.

•

•G•LE.RL
Tower

Fig. 3. Location of researchtower and NOMAD buoy (NOAA
An arrow length the same as the side of a grid squarerepresents Data Buoy Center (NDBC) buoy 45005) in Lake Erie. A 5-kin com1.5-mcharacteristic
waveheight.
putationalgrid is superimposed
on the lake outline.
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TABLE 1. Comparisonof Computedand ObservedValuesof SignificantWave Height
GLERL

Number of points

Tower

NDBC

45005

890

1423

0.75 m
0.52 m

0.84 m
0.47 m

Mean
Standard deviation
Correlation coefficient between

0.74 m
0.55 m
0.93

0.61 m
0.36 m
0.88

computedand observedvalues
Root mean squareerror
Linear regressionof computed

0.20 m

0.33 m

Observed:
Mean
Standard deviation

Computed:

0

I

2

3

Observed Waveheight(m)

values on observed values:

Slope

0.99

Intercept

0.68

-0.002 m

0.03 m

0.20 m

0.17 m

Standard error

Fig. 4. Comparisonof hourlycomputedand observedwaveheights
at GLERL tower for Septemberand October 1981.

[1983]. The formulascan be expressed
as [Bishop,1983]
hybrid model does not seemwarranted. Instead, we conserve

Hc= 0.00366g-ø'62Xø'38(U
COS
0)TM

(19)

momentum,
whileallowing
theimmediate
generation
of new where0 is the anglebetweenthe wind and the wave deter-

wavesfollowinga largewind shift,by storingit in the fossil minedby maximizingtheeffectivefetchFe,definedas

field, which can be erodedby the wind even as the activefield
grows.Without the fossilfield, the wind would have to demol-

ish the adversewavesbeforegeneratingnewwaves,a requirement clearlyat variancewith observations.
The numericalintegrationschemeis very simple.Forward

time differences
are usedto forecastthe momentumcomponentsat the centersof the elementarygrid squaresfrom the
discreteformsof (3) and (4). The stresscomponentsare evaluatedfrom (10) and (12) at the edgesof the grid squaresusinga

combination
of upwindandcentered
differences.
Then(15)(17)are usedto determine
the variancea2 and the peakfrequency
fv fromthemomentum
components
andthewind.
3.

PRELIMINARY MODEL TESTS

The numericalmodeldescribedin the previoussectionwas
testedfor consistency
with Donelan's[1980] manual formulas
for wave height and wave directionfor purely fetch-limited
waves. These formulas

have been validated

with data from

selectedcasesduring the 1972 IFYGL experimentby Bishop

Fe= X(cos0)TM

(20)

Here X is fetch(whichdependson 0) and Hc is the characteristic wave height,definedas four times the standarddeviation
a of the surface fluctuation. The idea that fetch-limited waves

neednot travel in the directionof the wind is relativelynew
but followsdirectlyfrom the observationsthat (1) the twodimensionalwave spectrumconsistsof wavestravelingin
variousdirections,(2) the most energeticwavesin the spectrum generallyhave the longestperiods,and (3) the longest
periodwavesarrivefrom the directionfor whichF e is a maximum.Donelan[1980] givesexamplesof the distributionof F e
with wind directionfor ellipticalbasins.
The numericalmodel was run on a 5-km grid representationof a 100-km diametercircularlake with a steady
10-m/s wind for 24 hours. The height and direction of the
two-dimensional
wave field are plotted in Figure 1 as solidheadedarrows.An arrow the length of the side of a grid
squarewould representa significantwaveheightof 1.5m. The
,.
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Fig. 5. Comparison
of hourlycomputed
andobserved
waveheights Fig. 6. Comparison
of hourlycomputedand observed
waveperiod
at NDBC buoy45005for September
and October1981.

at GLERL towerfor Septemberand October 1981.
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NDBCBuoy45005
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a. Observed

0

8
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Wind Direction

Observed Wave Period (sec)
Fig.7. Comparison
ofhourl•computed
andobserved
waveperiod

b. Computed

at NDBC buoy 45005 for Septemberand October 1981.
•o

maximumwave heightsat the easternend of the basin are 1.2

m. Anotherset of arrows,with lengthand directiondetermined by (19) and (20), is plotted in Figure 1 with open arrowheads.With the exceptionof a few points near the upwind
shore, the numerical results are virtually indistinguishable
from the empiricalfetch-limitedformulas.The directionaldifferencesat the upwind shore are a result of the imperfect
representation
of the circulargeometryin the numericalmodel
and are not consideredimportant. Figure 2 showsthe profile
of characteristicwave height along the diameterof the basin
alignedwith the wind. The dashedline correspondsto (19),
and the solid line is the result from the numerical computation. Again, the agreementis excellent.The main result of
the test is that for uniform wind conditions the directional

spreadingof the wavefield and the predictedsignificantwave
heightsin the numericalmodelare consistent
with the fetch-

0

90

180

270

360

Wind Direction
Fig. 8. Comparisonof hourly wave and wind directionsat GLERL
towerfor September
and October1981.(a) Observed.(b)Computed.

limited
formulas
(19)and(20).
4.

DATA

The wave model was testedagainstdata from two locations
in Lake Erie for Septemberand October 1981.In the eastern
part of the centralbasinthe Great Lakes EnvironmentalResearchLaboratory (GLERL) was operatinga solar-powered
researchtower approximately6 km off the southernshorein
14 m of water (seeFigure 3). Three Zwarts wave gageswere
mountedon the tower in an equilateraltriangular array 2 m
TABLE 2. Comparison of Computed and Observed Values of
Wave Period

GLERL

Number of points

Tower

NDBC

45005

889

1427

4.16 s
1.32 s

3.65 s
0.99 s

Observed:

Mean
Standard deviation

Computed:

on a sidewith a fourth gageat the centerof the triangleto
measurewavedirection.Wind speedand direction,alongwith
air temperature,were measuredat 10 m. Water temperature
wasmeasured2 m belowthe surface.Wave spectrawerecalculatedfor a 10-minuterecordonce'everyhalf hour and other
parameterswere averagedover this period. Only hourly
valuesof the observations
are usedin this comparison,
however. D. J. Schwabet al. (unpublishedmanuscript,1984)describethe experimentin detail and givea climatologicaloverview of the data. The tower instrumentation
systemis fully
described
by Schwabet al. [1980].

In thewesternpart of thecentralbasin,waveheight,wave
period,wind speedat 5 m, wind direction,air temperature,
and water temperaturewerereportedby a NDBC NOMAD

buoy(seeFigure
3).TheNOMADbuoyisboat-shaped,
6.22
m in lengthwith a 2.95-mbeam.Waveparameters
weremeasuredby an accelerometer
mountedon a verticallystabilized
framein the buoyand reportedhourly.A detaileddiscussion

Mean

3.30 s

3.05 s

Standarddeviation

1.26 s

0.95 s

of the NDBC buoy systemand its calibrationcan be foundin

Correlation coefficient between

0.81

0.72

computed and observedvalues
Root mean squareerror
Linear regressionof computed

thework of SteeleandJohnson
[1977].

1.16 s

0.94 s

Slope
Intercept

0.77
0.09 s

0.69
0.52 s

Standard error

0.74 s

0.66 s

values on observed values:

The spectra based on recorded data from GLERL tower

and NDBC buoywerecalculated
with 32 and 24 degrees
of
freedom,respectively.
Accordingto Donelanand Pierson
[1983]thesignificant
waveheightandpeakenergy
frequency
estimated
fromthe calculated
spectrum
arewithin _ 10-15%
and 5% of their respectivetrue values.
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Wave direction measurementswere only available from the
GLERL tower. Figure 8a showsthe differencesof up to 50ø
betweenobservedwave direction and wind direction that systematicallyoccur for certain wind directions.Figure 8b shows
the computed differences.It is clear that the deviations of
wave direction from wind direction in the model are very
similar to the observeddeviations.Figure 9 comparescomputed and observedwave direction at the tower directly. The
largestdifferencesare for wavestraveling in an offshoredirection (90ø-180ø).These are probably the smallestwaves,correspondingto extremelyshort fetch (6-10 km). For reasonsdiscussed in section 3, the model results for wave direction are

0

90

Observed

180

270

360

Wave Direction

Fig. 9. Direct comparisonof hourly computed and observedwave
directionsat GLERL tower for Septemberand October 1981.
5.

RESULTS

not expectedto be very accuratefor thesecases.In addition, it
is more difficult to determine the wave direction accurately
from the tower data for small wavelengths.The overall agreement between the computed and observed directions outside
this range is excellent,however.
6.

CONCLUSIONS

The Donelan •1977-] numerical wave model providesexcellent estimationsof wave height and direction(which may be
differentfrom wind direction)at any point in a lake as long as

The 5-kin grid shown in Figure 3 was used to run the
numerical model describedin section 2 for Septemberand accurate wind measurements are available. The formulation of
October 1981. The wind field was allowed to vary linearly momentum source terms in this model is conceptuallyand
along the longitudinalaxis of the lake, matchingthe observed operationallysimpler than in other parametric and spectral
10-mwindexactlyat the NDBC buoyand at the GLERL models. Although the theoretical basis for the mathematical
tower. The profile method and a computer subroutinedevel- formulationof the wind-waveproblemis far from understood
oped by Bennettet al. [1983] were usedto determinethe 10-m at present,the combinationof physicaland empiricalrealizawind from the 5-m observationat the buoy. Linear interpola- tions used in this model appearsto be well suited to applition in time wasusedbetweenhourlywind observations.
cation on the Great Lakes.The sensitivityof the model to the
Hourly valuesof significantwave heightscomputedby the
assumptionslistedin section2 is beingfurther testedagainsta
model are compared to measuredvalues at the tower and at
more comprehensivewind and wave data set from Lake Onthe NDBC buoyin Figures4 and 5 and Table 1. The agree- tario. Encouragedby the resultsof the presentstudy,we plan
ment at the tower is excellent,with a root mean squareerror to developthe model to includeshallowwater effectsas well.
of 0.20 m and a correlation

coefficient of 0.93 between com-

puted and observedvalues.At the buoy, the correlation coef-

ficientis high(0.88)but the linearregression
slopeof 0.68
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